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1. INTRODUCTION

Today, fundamental task in security is to encrypt the password. To secure information we use a common method called password authentication [40]. Basically we use alphanumeric passwords which consist of strings of letters and digits, but these have many deficiencies in security issues. For easy to remember users tend to choose simple passwords which are short [41]. Many people use names, phone no. or any other easy phrase to remember, but they very verdict to hacking. In order to keep our data or information secure we need to make our password strong enough to the hackers for guessing [42], [43]. We use internet for many purposes for buying a small object to selling a big object without internet communication we can cannot survive fast in this modern world of development. Today every individual has his/her own communicating device like cell phone and they may use it for banking [24] purpose also which requires a high security. In our daily life we use many devices and internet like personal computers, social networking sites, E-mails and many more. For easy to remember we use one password to all our accounts which reduces security [44], [45]. Authentication determines whether user is valid or not.

In advance authentication process graphical passwords [1] plays a prominent place to secure the users account information. In graphical password methods it has different ways like pattern method [6], which was used in our mobile phones to unlock it. Text based one is the general password which consists of names, numbers or any other phrases. Alphanumeric password consists of text and numbers. Graphical password [7] consists of images for security, in which it can use for pass points, hot spots etc. In next level of advance method captcha was used, in which captcha is used to distinguish humans and bots apart. CAPTCHA [28] is acronym of Completely Automated Public Turning test to tell Computers and Humans Apart. Captcha consists of text and numbers in different font styles. In my project we have used this concept for security and develop this work.
2. BACKGROUND

We have different types of authentication steps like text passwords, alphanumeric passwords, graphical passwords [34], hotspots on images, pass points and many others. These types were easily prone to attacks. There are many types of attacks namely dictionary attacks, relay attacks, shoulder surfing [25], [26] attacks, brutal attacks etc.

1) In brutal force attack only small length passwords can be found, in this algorithm it searches all the possible elements [16] until the correct password found. It can resists to limited characters only [9].
2) In dictionary attack it involves guessing passwords from list of dictionary; it has higher possibility of guessing when it was in alphabetical order. It will have less possibility when it consists of different characters in password. It takes long time for searching according to the length of the password [10].
3) In shoulder surfing attack it refers to someone using direct observation of password by other means like video recording, key stroke [15] recording, someone watches over the user’s shoulder as user enters a password [13].
4) Phishing [11] is way in which hacker can acquire confidential information like usernames, passwords; credit information’s by creating an identical page like user access sites i.e. fake websites look like and feels like same to legitimate one and information is carried out through e-mail spoofing.
5) Pharming [12] is advanced version of phishing in which intended to redirect a website to another bogus site. It creates vulnerability in DNS server software. Compressed DNS servers are referred as poisoned.

Computers used by hackers installed with software in which it generates randomly from sequence of alphabets and finally we can get the required one at any point of time and they can use it, it’s just like token generation in banking systems etc. By clicking on the text is one type of authentication called Click-Text [4], we user uses his/her account in public places hackers can get it by key loggers. Key loggers are software in which it can record the keys pressed by the user at the time of entering username and passwords. So this is another type of hacking technique. Super computers are those which fast in actions when compared to normal computers. They can get the information which were displayed on the screen [3] and can decode itself in order to fill the forms in registration of the user authentication and many other ways. These computers can easily grab the information which is very useful in hacking. In recent researches they found that super computers cannot get the information which was on the images.

3. RELATED WORK

3.1. Graphical Password

In graphical password [1] schema images were used as password for authentication, images were used in different techniques for authentication like pass points [17], [18], hot spot. Images were used in sequence to unlock; this records the pattern [29] of clicks on the images. Passlogix [8] are used to check user clicks. Recognition–based scheme requires identifying among decoy of images. Face recognition is one of the types of authentication refers to Passfaces. In this it stores the images of the faces in database in grid [35] section and sections were noted for verification and when it matches with the authentication time it accepts and rest it rejects.

In Draw-A-Secret (DAS) [31] user records his password by drawing on 2D grid. System encodes the sequence of grid cells along drawing path of user. Pass-Go [30] improves DAS [20] usability by intersecting grid intersection point rather than grid cells. BDAS [32], [33] adds background images to DAS to create users more complex passwords. Cued-recall scheme, an external cue is exists to memorize and enters password. PassPoints [21] is widely used click-based cued-recall scheme where clicks were recorded and have re-clicked same during authentication. Cued click point (CCP) [36] is similar to PassPoint but used one image per click, in which next image selects by function. Persuasive Cued Click Point (PCCP) [5] is extending CCP by selecting a point on image resulting in creating random click.

3.2. Captcha

Captcha is generally used to differentiate humans and bots apart. It consists of text [22] and numbers in it in different fonts. It is an acronym of Completely Automated Public Turning test to tell Computers and Humans Apart. Two types of visual Captcha are text Captcha [39] and Image-Recognition Captcha (IRC) [23]. Initial recognition is on character while rest is on non-character objects. Text Captcha is relying on difficulty of character segmentation, which is hard and expensive computationally. IRCs rely on difficulty of object identification or classification. Asirra [38] relies on binary object classification: a user is asked to identify all the cats from a panel of images of cats and dogs [19]. Captcha can be circumvented through relay attacks whereby Captcha challenges are relayed to human solvers, whose answers are fed back to the targeted application. In researches made on humans it was noticed that humans recognize images longer time when compared to phrases, number etc.
In many banking sites in order to register a user CAPTCHA’s were used in order to avoid bots interference in it and make it perfectly by humans. CAPTCHA’s were of different types in which small equation was given and answer has to type as conformation, equation was in image to avoid bots, which can easily solve it when they were in text format. This technique is widely used to avoid bots filling the forms. Many organizations to secure their information they use different security techniques. In our daily life we use many such techniques one of it was, during our transactions in banking through net banking after registering through our mobile phone we get alert by which we can acknowledge what has from our account at that time.

OTP is also one of the secured processes, which is another advanced step in security enhancing. In this user gets a one time password at the time of transaction and by entering the number which was generated and sent to the mobile at the required area we can continue our transaction safely. In CAPTCHA technique for visual problems person audio facility was provided. As mentioned above CAPTCHA images were resistant to Optical Character Recognition (OCR) attacks. In new method of CAPTCHA user does not require to enter text, instead user were asked to select pick or images from a decoy of images. This can be used as graphical password. We have many types of graphical password in demand. In w8 an image is used in which user has to select few point in sequence in order to access next when he/she want to login. When login he has remember the positions at which he made points in sequence and it acts as a password, it’s is very hard to remember so it is not used mostly.

### 3.3. Captcha in Authentication

In this protocol Captcha and password are used in a user authentication protocol, which is called as Captcha-based Password Authentication (CbpA) [2] protocol to stop online dictionary attacks. CbPA-protocol requires solving a Captcha challenge validating user ID and password; user has to solve Captcha challenge before denied access. In Improved CbPA-protocol [2] only user trusted cookies were stored and applied Captcha challenge only on number of failed login attempts. In this scheme Captcha is an independent entity with text or graphical password icons [27], but is both Captcha and a graphical password scheme [14] which is combined into a single entity.

### 4. PROPOSED WORK

In this paper, we have added an extra authentication method to distinguish bots and humans as well as to avoid super computers to hack by using images (captcha) as one of the password. This is an extension made to general registration process in order to provide security. Image authentication discuss under graphical passwords, it has been taken into consider that captcha in an image format and made it as one of authentication.

---

**Figure 1. Flow chart of Proposal**
In this project we have used Net beans for development purpose, jsp’s for validation of information entered in the page, frontend using HTML and backend using JSP. In login page it contains of one Alphanumeric password and then he/she has to select one of the images (captcha) as second password which he/she selects at the registration time. In registration page along with normal Alpha-numeric password, user has to select an image (captcha) as second password and he/she has to remember the words and also its style so that he can login very securely without fear of hacking. When user wants to login he/she enters is Alpha-numeric password and also he/she has to select his image which was selected at the time of registration from decoy of images [37] and also of different font styles of same word, exact image has to select from it and he/she can login successfully, if not he/she receives an error. For more security reasons number of trails will be limited and after it account will be locked.

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1. Registration Page

In this page general details like his name, email required for further assistance, user name which is used during login time and password of alpha-numeric and then submit details to the server then it redirect to captcha selection page in which captcha has to select from decoy of images, but in this we mentioned only few for easy appearance.

5.2. Captcha Selection at Registration Time

In this page user need to select his captcha for future access to account and he/she has to remember it exactly along with its style too. After selection user successfully completes his registration and he/she can login by their credentials. To the convenient for view we have developed only basic captcha’s and less in number, in general it has many images and different in styles too. Data bases have link to the images path for accessing them at right times. These can get stored with a specific id for verification when user has selected it. In more secure conditions we can use images with colours and same font as others and can make more captcha’s.
5.3. **Login Page**

User can login into his/her account by entering the user credentials and press login button and it redirects to the page in with captcha’s of different font styles and words were exists.

![Image of Login Page](image)

**Figure 4. Login Page**

5.4. **Captcha Selection and Verification at Login Time**

In this page he/she has to select the captcha which user has opted at the time of registration and has to select it then it can login successfully, if he fails to select exactly it will redirect to failure page and displays error message.

![Image of Captcha Selection](image)

**Figure 5. Captcha Selection at Login**

5.5. **After Successful Login**

If user selected captcha matches to his account ‘welcome’ page appears if not error occurs and he/she can logout by the link which has displayed at the right top of the page.

![Image of Successful Login](image)

**Figure 6. Successful Login**

5.6. **Wrong Captcha Selected**

As user selected captcha doesn’t matches to his account or selects wrong captcha this page gets display. If an unauthorized try to use it after 3-4 trails account will gets locked and user can send request to the admin and gets permission and admin will unlocks account after verification.
In this section, it is explained the results of research and at the same time is given the comprehensive discussion. Results can be presented in figures, graphs, tables and others that make the reader understand easily [2], [5]. The discussion can be made in several sub-chapters.

6. CONCLUSION

CAPTCHA can prevent the bots attacks on accounts and provide security and users can remember images long lasting and this helps users. So this helps in many ways for security, interface of front end should be more friendly and attractive and more storage capacity of databases for images. By this project Captcha as Graphical is implanted in our project.
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